History of original corner establishment:
Corner was originally set by Henry Meldrum in 1876. He set a post and scribed an 12" in diameter which brs. N18E 35' lks. and A12" fir brs. N18E 105 lks. John Carlich, Tillamook County Surveyor, set a brass cap and scribed spruce and alder BTs in 1970.

Description of corner evidence found:
Found a 2" iron pipe with brass cap marked
T4S 33 1/4 R10W
5S R287
1970 metal post with location poster south 1 foot from which
A 9" alder brs. S77W 21.3 feet - bark scribed (Carlich)
A 36" spruce brs. N30W 49.1 feet - scribing visible (Carlich)
A 56" fir brs. N15E 100 feet - face chopped out, but no scribing

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner
None

Set steel post 2 feet west of brass cap with attention sign facing north. Painted red band on BTs.